Model-based development of software architecture for realtime embedded systems in modern vehicles has had a surge in the last few years. While the introduction of models into the development of real-time embedded systems has increased efficiency in some parts of the engineering process, the models are also cause of novel concerns. In particular, mismatch between structural and semantic assumptions in modeling languages used in different parts of the design process of such systems cause large problems when design artifacts are transformed between modeling languages.
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In the industry, productivity is hampered by incompatible tools and file-formats, in conjunction with the need for non-trivial, manual and tedious translations between different model-formats. Moreover, these translations are done in ad hoc fashion making the result of the translation unpredictable and potentially with altered semantics. There is a strong need to investigate how to effectively and efficiently work with exiting modeling languages for real-time embedded systems. A solution must entail possibilities to make tools inter-operable to allow automated (and semiautomated) translations between modeling languages and tools with preserved semantics.
In this paper, we present the work in progress on bridging the semantic gap that exits between such models that are used for the development of real-time embedded systems in the segment of construction-equipment vehicles. Benefits that are sought include; use of precise and unambiguous notations to describe complex features, preservation of timing properties after translations, faster turn-around times in early design-phases, possibilities to automatically derive test-cases and possibilities to automatically generate code.
A. Main Goals and Contributions
We are investigating how research oriented and/or standardized component models intended for the automotive realtime embedded systems can be used together with component models actually used in the industry today to provide both a functional description of the system as well as providing an analyzable and a resource-efficient model.
1) Model inter-operability:
Since different modeling languages support different types of expressions, it is often impossible to define a one-to-one mapping between different constructs in different languages. However, if designers choose to use a certain subset of the full expressiveness of a language, or choose to use a certain style of expression in the language, it can be possible to define unambiguous mappings from those subsets or styles to other languages. Such subsets or styles can be expressed by a set of patterns. Our goal is to identify such patterns to allow expression of common solutions in a transformable style.
2) Automated model translation:
Given above identified patterns that can be translated with preserved semantics, we need to find out which of these can be automatically translated and derive the corresponding translations.
3) Identification of non-translatable models:
We also need to identify when a construct cannot be translated with preserved semantics. This functionality is useful both to find errors in the model, and to prevent erroneous translations with (potentially subtle) modifications to model semantics.
B. Research Plan and Current Work
In particular, we attack the gap between functional models (expressed in standard languages as EAST-ADL [3] and/or proprietary languages such as Simulink or Statemate) and execution models (expressed in standard languages like AU-TOSAR [2] , TADL [4] and TIMMO [5] and/or proprietary languages like Rubus Component Model, RCM [1, 7, 6] ) used for the development of software for real-time embedded systems. We plan to extract a large enough set of patterns from existing solutions at the partner companies and existing literature. Development of automated translations and also automatic detection of design-patterns that do not allow unambiguous transformation will be the second step. Based on these automated translations, it will be possible to assemble a seamless tool chain for the development of software for vehicular real-time embedded systems.
